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2020 brought unprecedented challenges for CAI and CAMG, as the global 
COVID- 19 pandemic dominated not only the news, but also the daily lives of our
employees, clients and community. This was a year of balancing priorities to
ensure we could continue operating programs and providing support to the
vulnerable populations we serve, while keeping our staff, clients and their
families safe and informed. It was also a year of being proactive and adaptable.
We developed policies and protocols for consistent use of PPE, refining our
guidance as needed based on recommendations from governing health
authorities. Challenges faced due to lost revenue were partially addressed with
federal and state loans and grants, and our strong property equity kept us stable
and credit-worthy.  

Unfortunately, we did have to make the difficult decision to temporarily reduce
staff salaries and furlough some workers, although we made every attempt to
keep this to a minimum. We know our greatest asset is our caring and dedicated
employees who go above and beyond every day. Ultimately, 2020 was a year of
resilience. We never forget our mission is to provide the highest level of service to
our client - Whether that’s serving persons with disabilities in our day and
residential programs; substance abuse counseling; or work programs within the
community. In 2021, we will continue to provide and expand our programs and
services, while building on what we’ve learned to keep our employees and clients
safe.
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Throughout the pandemic, Beach Packaging was continuing its usual workload of kitting and packaging power equipment for Stihl Manufacturing. The floor space in the Beach Packaging facility is such that work stations are further than six feet apart, and PPE was implemented smoothly.Business Manager Dennis Brandon reported that the crew was successful in following all CDC, state and federal guidelines while still continuing to work 10 hours a day in two shifts. In addition, we even installed new equipment that will increase our capabilities and also help create jobs for people with disabilities

 

Throughout the pandemic, Beach Packaging was continuing its
usual workload of kitting and packaging power equipment for Stihl
Manufacturing. The floor space in the Beach Packaging facility is
such that work stations are further than six feet apart, and PPE
was implemented smoothly.

Business Manager Dennis Brandon reported that the crew was
successful in following all CDC, state and federal guidelines while
still continuing to work 10 hours a day in two shifts. In addition, we
even installed new equipment that will increase our production
capabilities and also help create jobs for people with disabilities.
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Galley workers working on a Source America government contract won the
Capt. Edward Ney Memorial Award for the third year in a row!
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Community Choices/Charlotte, Durham, Winston-Salem,

North Carolina

CAI’s programs in North Carolina are centered on providing substance use
treatment and residential services for pregnant women and women with young
children. For some of these women, admission into the program may be their
last chance at getting clean and/or maintaining custody of their child/children. It
is truly a life or death situation for the family unit.  

Getting clean and healthy and prepared for having a child and/or parenting is
very difficult and the counselors at CAI count on daily contact with the
participants and therapeutic relationships.  For some of these women, the drug
usage may continue into the time when the woman is carrying her child.  Getting
clean and healthy and prepared for  having a child is very difficult  and the
counselors at CAI count on contact with the participants and close relationships.  
New Telehelp technology helped keep our counselors close and able to keep
these relationships strong.  CAI is currently in the process of constructing a large
facility in Charlotte, NC, with many of the same features used in the Norfolk Day
Program.



Community Alternatives Management Group, Inc. (CAMG) is a
separate 501(c)(3) non-profit partner organization of CAI. CAMG has
been developing and managing housing since 1988 and currently
owns more than 100 properties in the Greater Hampton Roads region.
We continuously provide quality housing for persons who have a
qualifying disability and who are homeless. CAMG partners with many
community organizations and professionals to offer a comprehensive
approach in providing housing and coordinating services to those in
need. Like everyone, CAMG had challenges due to the pandemic. In
some cases access to daily routines, personal interaction and health
safety protocols took precedent to ensure safety. We are fortunate to
have great staff in place that take on a variety of situations and the
stress and uncertainty of this last year showed that we are able to
adapt and provide housing to the vulnerable even in times of trouble.   
Still, our earned income increased and client exits, and important
measurement were as such: 21 out of 23 people who exited out of the
program after 90 days had moved into permanent housing.
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SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION
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Community Choices, Inc. - CASCADE: 
Serving Charlotte, Winston-Salem and Durham,

 North Carolina
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- Mark Moser, CFO

- Mark Moser, CFO

Results through February, 2020 were strong and then the effects of the pandemic
changed many of our strategies in every aspect of the organization, including financial
decisions. The agency finished June with CAI able to show an increase of $189,000 in
net asset value.

The Virginia Day Program opened on a limited basis and all of NC outpatient
treatment is making use of telehealth technology to deliver services.  Our strongest
areas financially were our residential program and our food service contract at the
galley at NAB - Little Creek.

In these uncertain times, CAI has maintained its high level of quality service and will
be well suited for success when the pandemic subsides.
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Corporate Office:
410 North Center Drive

Norfolk, VA  23502
757-468-7000

www.comalt.org


